FARAGO is a boutique patent law firm with offices in Aachen and München. Serving our clients with all of our personal attention, we see ourselves as the key contact for all our clients’ national and international patent matters. Being the largest patent law firm in the West, our patent attorneys have a broad range of technology knowledge. We offer a Mechanical Unit (mechanical engineering, civil engineering), a Life Science Unit (chemistry, biotechnology), an Electro-technical Unit, and a Physics Unit (physics, informatics).

The board is run by patent attorneys Carsten Koch (CEO, specializing inter alia in medical devices and medical engineering), Bernd Bösherz (COO, with experience from industry, prosecution and litigation), and Anja Flippo (CFO).

FARAGO serves clients from start-ups to international enterprises, with a focus on SMEs, especially medium-sized companies, and a heart for university spin-offs. FARAGO is also strong in consulting in regard to inventions (organization, processes, strategies, exit value tactics etc.).